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It is undisputed that the last season was a huge failure for Cleveland Browns. Before 2021 started Mut
23 Coins, there was a belief that, at minimum, Cleveland was going to be a contender with the Baltimore
Ravens for an AFC North crown, likely competing with the Baltimore Ravens while the Steelers were
struggling with an aging Ben Roethlisberger and the Bengals were undergoing the Joe Burrow rebuild.
In the in the end Cleveland ended up finishing 8-9 and third in the division and while a bulk of their
losses were due to just one point, there's no question that better play from Mayfield would have been the
factor that made the difference. When the Browns were defeated by the Packers by two points Mayfield
threw four interceptions. In the loss at Baltimore It was Mayfield who did not throw one touchdown. His
overall statistics at the end of the season were average, however with a woefully inconsistent play that
waxed and waned from the sublime (completing 100% of passes against the Texans in a win) and then
to an embarrassing performance (needing 38 attempts to throw for 185 yards in a game vs. The
Steelers).
There's no doubt that Mayfield was a huge determining factor in the Browns struggle last year, and it
was wise to let him go and go on, even given his lucrative contract. This is the big element which has
generated a lot of debate over the last few months. It's hard to determine why players aren't attracted to
playing alongside Mayfield There's a clear sentiment that he's reviled within the league.
The truth is: Players speak. They're sociable off the field and players who have college connections
discuss their experiences on a regular basis. The issue was raised when Odell Beckham Jr. was angry
with Mayfield in the game, and while Cleveland tried its best to safeguard their QB following Odell
Beckham Jr.'s demotion, there's no doubt that Beckham Jr. failed to perform anything noteworthy in
Cleveland and soared in Buy Madden 23 Coins the Rams however this continued after Jarvis Landry
took shots at Mayfield as well.
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